Abstract. Define a Wythoff's sequence as a sequence of pairs of integers {(A n , B n )} n>n 0 such that there exists a finite set of integers T , A n = mex({A i , B i : i < n} ∪ T ), B n − A n = n, and {B n } ∩ T = ∅. Structural properties and behaviors of Wythoff's sequence are investigated. The main result is that for such a sequence, there always exists an integer α such that when n is large enough, |A n − nφ − α| ≤ 1, where φ = (1 + √ 5)/2, the golden section. The value of α can also be easily determined by a relatively small number of pairs in the sequence. As a corollary, the two conjectures on the N -heap Wythoff's game by Fraenkel [3] are proved to be equivalent.
Introduction

Wythoff's pairs are pairs of integers {( nφ , nφ
. . , which is 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, . . . , which in turn is the Fibonacci sequence without the first number. In fact, any such sequence starting from A n and B n is a Fibonacci sequence generated by those two integers, as proved by Hoggatt and Hillman [7] , Horadam [8] , and Silber [9] . Other properties, relationships and applications were investigated extensively by numerous people, whom we are not going to list here.
Wythoff's pairs were first found as the result of a mathematical game [11] : the game consisting of two piles of tokens, and two players take turns removing any number of tokens from a single pile, or the same number of tokens from both piles. The first player who cannot make a move loses. Wythoff's pairs can therefore be interpreted as {A n , B n } n≥0 , such that A n = mex{A m , B m : 0 ≤ m < n} and B n = A n + n with A 0 = B 0 = 0, where mex is the Minimal EXclusive value, i.e., the least nonnegative integer that is not in the set. The winning strategies were described by Fraenkel [4] , and also in WW [2] . Periodic properties of the Sprague-Grundy function and other generalizations of the game were also discussed. Please see the manuscript by Fraenkel [3] for the complete list of the progress.
Another elegant generalization of the game involving more than two piles was proposed by Fraenkel [3] , which is also listed in the survey article by Guy and Nowakowski [5] as one of the "unsolved problems in combinatorial games": given N piles of tokens, whose sizes are A 
where T is a small set of integers.
By preserving the moves related to the nim addition, the winning strategy of the multipleheap Wythoff's game seems to have retained the golden section, just as the original game did. Doron Zeilberger and the author [10] proved the conjectures for the three-heap game when the first heap has up to 10 tokens.
In this paper, we are going to discuss the definition of Wythoff's sequence and its construction in section 2, the basic properties of Wythoff's sequence in section 3, and special Wythoff's sequence and the equivalency of the two conjectures on N -heap Wythoff's game in section 4.
Wythoff's Sequence
Definition 1. We call a sequence of pairs of integers {(A n , B n )} n≥n 0 a Wythoff 's sequence if n 0 > 0 and there exist a finite set of integers T such that
Definition 2. A special Wythoff 's sequence is a Wythoff's sequence such that there exist integers N and α such that when n > N , A n = nφ + α + n , where n ∈ {0, ±1}.
When it is not confusing, we will abuse the definition of (special) Wythoff's sequence by replacing the requirement of B n = A n + n to B n+1 − A n+1 = B n − A n + 1 when n > 0 is large enough, because we can easily obtain a Wythoff's sequence by chopping off a number of pairs at the beginning of the sequence and reorganizing the remaining indices.
The following theorem provides another way to create a Wythoff's sequence. 
Proof. Given S 1 and S 2 are as described above, there exists N 0 such that when n ≥ N 0 , A n > max(S 1 ) and B n − A n > max(S 2 ). If we write α n = max{B i − A i : i < n} + 1 and For the last part of the theorem, observe that
for each n, since ever large integer has to be an A or B, and {A i } is an ascending sequence when i is large enough by the definitions. Therefore for any n large enough, there exist m 1 and m 2 such that
, which is contradictory to Definition 1.
So even though we can start with two random finite sets of integers, S 1 and S 2 , such that {A n , B n } ∩ S 1 = ∅ and {B n − A n } ∩ S 2 = ∅, after some chaotic data at the beginning, the sequence of pairs of integers {(A n , B n )} defined using mex in the theorem will eventually grow in an orderly manner, and become a Wythoff's sequence.
Properties of Wythoff's Sequence
From this section and on, for any Wythoff's sequence {(A n , B n )} n≥n 0 , we always assume that when n ≥ n 0 , A n 0 > max(T ) as in Definition 2.1; or equivalently, A n 0 > max(S 1 ), B n 0 > A n 0 + max(S 2 ) + 1 and B n+1 − A n+1 = B n − A n + 1 as in Theorem 2.1. Otherwise, we can always increase the value of n 0 and the sizes of T , S 1 and S 2 by eliminating the early entries of the sequence.
Proof. See [10] .
Proof. By lemma 3.1, there exists k 0 such that A k 0 = B n 0 −1. Consider all the integers from 1 to
Consider all the integers from 1 to B An+c , there are (A n +c−n 0 +1) B's and |T | T 's, so there
By Lemma 3.1 and the previous result, A Bn+c Here we can see that the two sequences are self-generating, i.e., we can construct the sequence of {A n } n≥m 2 or {B n } n≥m 2 without any knowledge of the other. 
So the claim is proved. On the other hand, if we write
is the number of B's less than n.
A special case of the theorem and corollaries is when the Wythoff's sequence is the original Wythoff's pairs. In such an occasion, n 0 = 0 and c = 0, which were proved by Hoggatt, Hillman [7] , Hoggatt, Bicknell-Johnson [6] , and Silber [9] . Proof. Let α n = A n − nφ . We only need to prove that as m and n grow, |α m − α n | eventually decreases to at most 2.
By Corollary 3.3, A B
We also adopt the following notation: 
Proof. Let β
Hence δ n → φ − 1, as n → ∞, and |δ n | ≤ 1.
Note that for any integer m, we can construct a sequence a 1 , . . . , a k , such that a k = m, 
Note that the left-hand side of the last equation does not depend on the choice of n, while the right-hand side does. The theorem is proved if we can make the right choice of n so that the absolute value of the right-hand side is less than φ. Note that −1 < β 5 , β 6 < 0, and A n +c , n ∈ {0, ±1}, therefore the proof is completed if we can find an integer N so that First we can assume n is not a constant, otherwise we can adjust the value of α so that n is always 0. Secondly, since | n | ≤ 1 and
there always exists an n large enough so that n = 0. By the condition 4.2 above, we only have to consider the case when n = 0 and A n +c = 1. From now on, we always assume n is large enough. In the former case we can prove the theorem by choosing N = n − 1 and using condition 4.3 because n−1 = −1 and A n−1 +c = 1; while in the latter case Am+c = n−1 = 0, so we can choose N = m and use condition 4.1. Theorem 3.2, together with the comments at the end of the section 3, indicates that any Wythoff's sequence is "shifted" Wythoff pairs. It also maintains the relationship with the golden section with another "shift" α and some "controlled error" . Theorem 4.5 tells us the values of the two shifts are in fact the same. The fact can be seen from the following example: Given any integer a, consider the sequence {(A n = nφ + a, B n = nφ + n + a)}, with n large enough. The sequence obviously is a special Wythoff's sequence with α = a, because it is generated from the Wythoff's pairs. At the mean time, A An−a = A nφ = nφ φ + a = nφ + n − 1 + a = B n − 1, where the equation in the middle can be derived from the fact that the constant c for the Wythoff's pairs is 0, or from [1] . Similarly, A Bn−a = A nφ +n = ( nφ + n)φ + a = 2 nφ + n + a = A n + B n − a. So the constant c for the sequence is −a = −α.
To determine the value of α for any Wythoff's sequence, instead of calculating a large number of pairs of integers as the definition requires, we only need the pairs at the beginning of the sequence. As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.2, all we need to know is the integer k such that A k = B n 0 −1, which is to find all the A's less than B n 0 . So by using the notation in the proof of Corollary 3.4, f (B n 0 ) = A Bn 0 +c −B n 0 −n 0 +1 = A n 0 −n 0 +1+c = B n 0 −2n 0 +1+c, therefore it only requires the values of roughly B n 0 − 2n 0 + 1 pairs of integers.
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